
Overview

We received some fantastic qualitative and

quantitative data about the impact of the

World of Work (WOW) programme. 

 Overwhelmingly teachers, parents and

pupils told us that after taking part in WOW

pupil’s skills, knowledge and attitudes

towards working and the links between

success in school and success in the wider

world had positively improved.  

Feedback was consistently positive from

Reception teachers right the way up to Year

6 and senior leadership in schools.  We have

included a number of quotes in this summary

report alongside quantitative data to

evidence these positive changes in skills,

knowledge and attitudes.

"Incredibly well organised"

“The staff and the children were really positive

about the week… The programme was incredibly

well organised and staff felt very supported with

all of the resources that were provided.  The

trips were well planned, organised and

resourced and all of the staff have commented

on how many new things the children learnt.  The

year 4 teachers noticed that on the train back

from their visit the children were pointing out the

different sorts of engineering that they could

see!”   Deputy Head Elfrida

"Enriched our curriculum"

“The children really enjoyed the World of Work

Week. It definitely enriched our curriculum. They

enjoyed meeting the professionals and learnt

about the different jobs that are available.” Head

Teacher Hallsville

“[WOW had a] big impact. [Children have a]

better understanding of how to reach their

aspirations...and understand the importance of

working hard at school." Deputy Head Glade

Qualitative Feedback from Senior Leadership
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Reception (Jobs in School)

 100% of teachers & parents stated

that WOW improved pupils'

understanding of the world of work

to a Very High degree.

Year 1 (Emergency Services &

Gender)

93% of Year 1 pupils were Very

Confident or Confident explaining

the emergency services after WOW

compared to 59% before.

Year 2 (Trade Jobs)

98% of Year 2 pupils were Very

Confident or Confident listing trade

jobs after WOW compared to 58%

before.

Year 3 (Money & Budgeting)

91% of Year 3 pupils were Very

Confident or Confident explaining

essential spending after WOW

compared to 50% before.

Year 4 (Engineering)

83% of Year 4 pupils were Very

Confident or Confident explaining

engineering after WOW compared

to 42% before.

Year 5 (Architecture &

Construction)

91% of Year 5 pupils were Very

Confident or Confident explaining

architecture and construction after

WOW compared to 60% before.

Year 6 (Government Jobs)

94% of Year 6 pupils were Very

Confident or Confident explaining

what the government does after

WOW compared to 63% before.

All year groups

91% of pupils were Very Confident

or Confident explaining the career

they learned about after taking part

in WOW.

Overall data

91% of teachers stated

that WOW increased

pupils’ understanding

of the world of work

to a Very High or High

degree.

82% of teachers

stated that WOW

demonstrated links

between learning in

school and success in

later life to a Very

High or High degree.

 97% of teachers

stated that pupils

were inspired by the

career they learned

about during WOW

to a Very High or High

Degree.

Quantitative Data



Qualitative Feedback

"A great opportunity"
Feedback from pupils, teacher and volunteers was incredibly positive across the board. 

 Pupils reported learning lots of new things about careers as well as gaining experience

in essential skills.  Teachers told us what a great opportunity WOW was for their students

and businesses highlighted how much they enjoyed volunteering.

“I’ve learned there are lots of

different types of engineers”

Year 4 pupil Scott Wilkie

 

“[I learned] the huge size of

the government and how

important MPs are” Year 6

pupil Beam County

 

“I’ve learnt that sometimes

people won’t agree but

eventually you will get there”

Year 5 pupil Elfrida

 

“Girls and boys can choose

any job” Year 1 Pupil St Teresa

 

“Construction takes time,

detail, concentration and

skill.” Year 5 pupil Elfrida 

Pupils
“There is a greater

understanding of types of

jobs that are available. It was

also a great opportunity to

develop social skills and the

problem solving skills of the

children” Year 5 Teacher,

Elfrida Primary

 

“Promoted conversation

about gender and aspirations

that the children can do

whatever job they want” Year

1 teacher, St Teresa

 

“Encouraged them to think

about the wider world

beyond school” Year 6

teacher Hitherfield 

Teachers
“Staff engagement and

satisfaction is higher amongst

individuals who took part in

the programme. I think it’s

because once you reiterate all

the things you love about

your job, you’re more

energized to do that job!”

Buhler Sortex 

 

“I think that both the

company & the individuals

that have taken part in the

volunteering have gained a

lot of experience from what

they have done... It has been

inspiring watching the

amount of effort that the

children put into these events

as well.” Dragados 

Volunteers

WorldofWork@15billionebp.org

0208 536 5584

@15billionebp

www.15billionebp.org


